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Fake “Flat Earth” Conspiracy Finally
Outed As C.I.A. Psyop
Flat Earth Kingpin Eric Dubay Exposed as a CIA
Asset
By A Freeman

There is a tremendous amount of unnecessary confusion today about the shape
of the world we live in. Through the use of neuro-linguistics coupled with
fraudulent and misleading imagery (and music) in the form of videos and
endless memes, a sustained disinformation campaign exploded onto the scene in
2014. These are trademark mind-control tactics that are well-documented and
used throughout the “intelligence” communities in programs that have now been
exposed like MK-Ultra and MK-Naomi.

We KNOW that the Criminals In Action (CIA) not only have access to weapons of
mass distraction and mass deception, but that they control the mainstream
media in the U.S., just as their counterparts in the U.K. do. So it really
should come as no surprise that this completely fabricated (astroturf) FE
“movement” is their concoction, and that the main players in FE are
government assets or agents.

“Google analytics shows that since November 2014, the search term “Flat
Earth” has enjoyed an incredible and never before seen 600% rise in activity!
The reason behind the sudden and sharp increase for this key-word is
undeniably the publishing of my “Flat Earth Conspiracy” book and documentary
pair which were both released in November 2014. The Flat Earth Conspiracy was
the first pro-flat Earth book written in almost 50 years…”

–Eric Dubay

The irony is FE thinks it’s blowing the lid off of one government agency
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(NASA) while completely ignoring the fact that another government agency (the
CIA) set up their astronaut strawman.

A strawman argument is a logical fallacy. People who use logical fallacies do
so because their position is inherently weak and indefensible. FE proponents
who have been duped by this obvious PSYOP regurgitate “NASA lies” ad nauseam,
purportedly as proof the Earth is flat, without ever realizing:

1) it is a logical fallacy (i.e. ILLOGICAL) in both the form of being a non-
sequitur statement as well as a strawman they can easily knock down; and

2) that they are merely parroting what government-led opposition agents and
assets have implanted into their minds using the well-documented tricks of
the mind-control trade.

These extremely devious people working in the deep-state apparatus of the
shadow government have done their homework and are well-aware that it only
takes roughly 3-5% of the population awakening to their evil plans for
society to achieve “critical mass”. And when that happens, all hope of their
“new world order” and one-world government goes right out the window.

After spending countless sums of our money on studies looking into this
phenomenon, they needed to ensure their plans for total global domination
wouldn’t ever reach a level of public awareness that could threaten not only
their satanic, narcissistic goals but their very lives.

Their target audience: the “truth” movement. Those who are at least partially
awake to the deceptions going on everyday in every government, courtroom,
hospital and church/synagogue/mosque/temple, etc. around the world. That’s
who the parasitic criminal class desperately need to derail to keep an all-
out revolution from taking place. A revolution that would inevitably lead to
the public lynching of all of these sycophant glove-puppets in public office
as well as their pedophile puppet master banksters and the so-called
“royalty” including the pope.

Obviously this last resort “ace-in-the-hole” insurance policy would need to
be carefully planned years in advance and appear to be “the mother of all
conspiracies” while at the same time pose no real threat to their “new” world
order. Something innocuous enough to preclude any hope of a mass awakening,
while at the same time hamstringing truth seekers with endless debates about
something no one can change and that ultimately will help no one avoid the
planned chaos and mass extermination that’s coming.

Enter the flat Earth “movement”. A controlled opposition COINTELPRO
psychological operation from day 1, complete with its own books and videos
full of fake and misleading disinformation, its fake internet bloggers, its
fake followers and fake “grass-roots” (i.e. astroturf)movement and fake
spiritual awakening. A resurrected notion that was so ridiculous it was
easily put to rest thousands of years before NASA, Google Earth or computers,
by people who were a whole lot more in touch with their true spiritual nature
than most are today.



You don’t have to believe NASA is telling the truth to recognize that FE is a
fraud, specifically designed to infiltrate and take over the CT communities
to distract and ultimately attempt to destroy the credibility of all
conspiracy theories AND THE BIBLE (which does NOT teach FE).

That’s the REAL goal of FE, and why it needs to be exposed for what it is: a
clever, satanic form of psychological warfare designed to divide and conquer
by confusing, distracting and controlling the opposition who are slowly but
surely learning that NO government agency is “for” the people.

Government, like organized religion, is a CORPORATE BUSINESS, designed to lie
to, steal from, and control the masses, who would otherwise rise up against
them and their evil leaders and aims.

And government agents and assets, just like their counterparts in organized
religion, will continue to deceive the public until their tactics and methods
are exposed.

If it looks like a duck, walks like a duck, swims like a duck and quacks like
a duck…it’s probably a duck.

If it looks like a COINTELPRO PSYOP, employs a myriad of well-documented
signature mind-control tactics, rolls out fake and intentionally misleading
DISINFORMATION in a sustained campaign of books, videos and interviews FILLED
with outright lies and logical fallacies, and comes out of relative obscurity
to do all of this at a critical juncture in human history where the world
stands on the precipice of the third and FINAL world war…it’s a government
controlled-opposition job managed by the so-called “intelligence” services.

And anyone towing the government line, using the mind-control tricks of the
CIA trade, is obviously a trained agent or asset.


